


small time

To enter the small time is to focus and to dilate 

in the same moment. Consider peering into a 

microscope: everyday life recedes, summoning 

instead the complexity and weird inner world 

beneath the lens. Miniaturisation means 

intensification, not diminishment. To encounter 

Small Time is to shrink one’s focus, setting it 

upon Tom Freeman’s careful paintings and 

playfully assembled sculptures. Once within, a 

world of detail erupts, amplifying a thousand tiny 

experiments in clay, paint and wax. 

craft activity time

Classroom artmaking is an enclosed engagement. 

Teacher arranges dishes of flamboyant materials, 

an apportioned time is spent, and soon a ceramic 

colony of plump robots and fingerprinty sharks 

appear, or thirty-one paper plates irradiated with 

feathers and beads. 

Small moments, small spaces and play also 

distinguish the rhythm of Tom’s studio: a return to 

manual and open-ended experimentation, un-shy 

of primary colours or cheap, hobbyish materials. “It 

all comes from my hands,” he says. “It’s got bodily 

marks on it, bodily references. It’s hand-sized.” 

With manual play, Tom creates a procession of 

sculptures and paintings that neither resemble 

familiar objects, nor adhere to Traditional Fine Art 

Techniques. Rather, they demonstrate his ability 

to abstract material qualities from the materials 

themselves: his palette consists not of paint or 

glue, but of stripes, stacks, pinks, melting, handles, 

faces, inflation, hair, gloss, rainbows, pokes, 

wetness and lines. 

It’s possible to muse here on the fluidity between 

‘high’ and ‘low’ materials in Small Time, however 

I suspect that the faculty we use to appraise 

this exhibition doesn’t evaluate $$ or cultural 

importance, but is the same mental organ that fires 

up while deciding which finger painting must be 

removed from the fridge to make room for a dried 

penne collage.
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having an accident

The relinquishing of control is a cornerstone of 

Small Time. “It started with these small ceramic 

works. Clay has this chunky, earthy, textural thing. 

I could make it into a simple, consistent form 

(kind of a nothing form), to explore different clays, 

glazes, mixing in sand, glass. They didn’t turn 

out how I envisaged them, but it led to this little 

circular process that allowed me to get lost in it.”

Tom avoids pre-empting how works will turn 

out. Instead, the work itself assumes control: 

new relationships emerge, the exhibition self-

populates. Occasionally works are tinkered 

with to divert them from overt figurativeness or 

autobiography. “The sculptural stuff in particular, it 

drives me forward. I get going and it sort of makes 

itself”. Despite this material autonomy, Tom’s 

fingerprints are on everything. The work remains 

particular to his dexterity and humour. 

Over time, Tom’s appetite to anticipate 

interpretations of his work has been replaced 

by a composed receptiveness to any outside 

reading. In the studio, Tom watches me conjure 

descriptions of his work to see what lights him 

up: “Are they like gobliny characters? Like lost 

property? Anomalies?” He’s coquettishly passive, 

listening, adding my evocations to some private, 

long-worked-upon weaving made of every other 

remark he’s received. 

pink glitter

Oftentimes Tom’s lilting watercolours and 

fondness for pink will massage up some inkling 

of femininity. This has less to do with female-ness 

than gentleness, warmth and a total absence of 

braggadocio. “It’s interesting, the feminine thing,” 

Tom says. “I like using glitter, and I’ve got all 

these rhinestones and nail polish. It’s done with 

a level of awareness.” While these items may 

be the accoutrements of The Ladies’ Dresser (in 

the mind of the child), they are also costumery, 

embellishment, adding a little wink, a bit of fizz, to 

a painting or sculpture. 

the naughty parts

Studying this rabble of clay and cardboard urchins, 

I feel a dormant rudeness awaken in me. Suddenly 

the shelf heaves under the materialisation of bum 

shapes, willies and boobies, accompanied by 

the urge to point and recite forbidden words. A 

stifled giggle restores me, but the work still looks 

so corporeal, so grabbable. “It didn’t start this 

way,” Tom remembers. “When I first made them, 

I noticed how phallic they were. Others say they 

look like little butt plug things. It seemed to be 

there already. I just embraced it.” This rudeness is 

childlike, gleeful and harmless. Exploitation and 

fetishisation are absent. And so, despite all the 

body hair and chewed gum, the work remains 

cheerful and tender. 

everyday time

Tom’s way of working emanates from the shape of 

his other comings and goings. Work, travel, family 

and community occupy a certain amount of space 

and have a local, intimate character, marked by 

building, collecting, eating, music, repose and 

conversation. Artmaking fills the gaps. Tom arrives 

in the studio, works, listens to music and leaves 

something finished (or thereabouts) on the shelf, 

as much a marker of his life outside as the time 

spent within. 

At times, the studio exports itself into travelling kits, 

tinderboxes of materials designed for long drives 

down south or to keep hands busy over backyard 

drinks. “The art is integrated into everyday life, or 

broken up by it.” The pace, mobility and scale of 

Tom’s practice flows simply from Tom living like 

Tom. This, his small world, is “just local, and gentle.”

Sheridan Coleman
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Exhibition Partner

Tom Freeman graduated from Curtin University’s 

Fine Art degree in 2007, and continued his practice 

locally and nationally ever since, predominantly 

through drawing, painting and sculpture. He has 

exhibited in WA at PICA, Fremantle Arts Centre 

and Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, as well as many 

smaller galleries, and has exhibited nationally in 

Sydney and Brisbane at 55 Sydenham, SNO, and 

QUT galleries.
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